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EXTENSION OF UNIFORM MEASURES

ERROL CABY

Abstract. Necessary and sufficient conditions for a uniform measure to have a tight

extension are presented. From these results, conditions for the factors of a tight

measure to be also tight are derived.

1. Introduction. In this paper we derive conditions for a uniform measure p on a

uniform space (9C, %) to have an extension which is tight on (%, *5 ), where Íis a

topology which is finer than the uniform topology of %. and where (%,§) is

Hausdorff. These conditions are expressed in terms of the images of p in certain

complete metric spaces associated with (9C, %). One consequence is that conditions

for the factors of a tight measure to be also tight can be obtained.

In §2 relevant properties of uniform measures are given, and a necessary and

sufficient condition for extending a uniform measure as a tight measure is obtained.

In §3 we consider the following question. Let £ be a topological vector space. Let p

be a tight measure and vx,v2be uniform measures on E such that p = vx * v2. When

are vx and v2 tight? Finally, in §4, we consider the case where (%,<3 ) is a complete

metrizable linear space. Here we study the extent to which a condition, which is

necessary and sufficient for a cylindrical measure on a Frechet space to have a tight

extension, works for uniform measures. It should be noted that if E is a locally

convex space equipped with its weak topology, then the class of uniform measures is

identical to the class of cylindrical measures.

2. General case. Let (%, °ll) be a uniform space, the class of uniform measures is

defined as follows. Let A(9C,%) denote the space of all bounded uniformly

continuous real-valued functions on (%, %) equipped with the supremum norm. Let

A*(9C, %) he the dual of A(%,GlL), and Ms the space of measures with finite

support on %. The class of uniform measures on (%, %), denoted by Mu(%, %), is

defined as the closure of Ms in A*(9C, 6tl) for the topology of uniform convergence

on the uniformly equicontinuous and bounded subsets of A(9C, 6ll).

Some of the basic properties of uniform measures are given next and can be found

in [2,3 and 8].

Proposition 2.1. 7/(9C, %) is a complete metric space, then Mu(%, %) is identical

with M.(%), the class of bounded tight measures on %.
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With the aid of the following definition, uniform measures on a general uniform

space can be characterized in terms of their images in certain complete metric

spaces.

Definition. Let <î) be a family of pseudometrics on a set %. We shall say that fy

is directed if p,, p2 G ty implies the existence of a o3 G ty such that for all x and

yE%,

max{px(x, y), p2(x, y)} < p3(x, y).

Let p be a pseudometric on a set %, we shall let % denote the metric quotient of

the pseudometric space (%, p) and %p denote the completion of %p. In addition, we

shall let Ttp denote the quotient map of % into %p.

Proposition 2.2. Let (9C, <$L) be a uniform space and let ^ be a directed family of

pseudometrics which generates %. Let p E A*(9C, %). Then p is a uniform measure if

and only if -npp E A/,(6Xp) for each p E 6D.

Using Proposition 2.2 we readily can deduce that Mr C Mu(%, %), where MT

denotes the class of T-smooth functional in A*(9C, %). It should be noted that there

are spaces such that MT is strictly contained in Mu. Examples of such spaces have

been given by LeCam and Maharam, see [8].

Definition. Let ty be a family of pseudometrics on a set %. A family of tight

measures {pp}p<Es¡, is said to be consistent if (1) pp is a measure on %p; and (2)

VpMp = ÍV wnen P' ^ P> where irp,p is the quotient man from %p to %p,.

Let (%,%) be a uniform space which is generated by a directed family of

pseudometrics, 6¡), and let {pp)pe6¡¡ be a consistent family of tight measures. It is not

difficult to see that there is a unique uniform measure fi on (9C, %) such that

irpp — pp for each p G ÓD.

Remark. One consequence of the above is that it allows us to view metric space

valued stochastic processes as uniform measures on convenient function spaces. For

example, let {Xt, 0 < / < 1) be a stochastic process with values in a complete,

separable and metrizable linear space E. Then [Xn 0 < t < 1} can be regarded as a

uniform measure on the space of continuous mappings of [0,1] into E, C([0,1]; E),

endowed with the uniformity of pointwise convergence. The question of whether this

process has continuous paths can now be seen to be equivalent to the question of

whether the associated uniform measure can be extended as a tight measure on

C([0,1]; E) equipped with the topology of uniform convergence.

Having seen some of the basic properties of uniform measures, let us derive a

necessary and sufficient condition for a uniform measure to have a tight extension.

First we need the following result which can be found in [6, p. 135].

The setting is as follows. 7 is a directed set, (%,),er is a family of completely

regular topological spaces and (f ,-/),-</ is a family of continuous mappings: %¡ -» %¡,

satisfying f(.f¡k = f ¡k. We are given a family (/x, G A/r(9C,)),e/ of measures satisfy-

ing fij(Pj) = Hi, together with a topological space ty and a family (f,),g/ of

continuous mappings: % -» %, such that f,- -f ■ = f, whenever i <j.
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Theorem 2.3. There exists p E Mt(%) such that f ¡(p) — p¡ for each i E I if and

only if sup/e/||/x,|| < oo and, given e > 0, there exists a compact Ke in ^ such that

\Pi\(%¡ — f ,(7CE)) < e for each i. If the mappings f, separate the points of 6Ü, p is

unique.

The desired result follows immediately and is stated below.

Theorem 2.4. Let (%,%) be a uniform space and let ^ be a directed family of

pseudometrics which generates %. Let S" be a topology on % such that (%, 5") is

Hausdorff and such that 5"is finer than the uniform topology o/Ql. A uniform measure

p on (9C, %) has a tight extension on (%, 5" ) if and only if for e > 0, there exists a

compact KE in (%, <5" ) such that (trpp)(%p - trpKe) < e for each p E fy. If (%, %) is

Hausdorff, the extension is unique.

3. Factors of a tight measure. Let % be a Hausdorff topological vector space with

% the associated translation-invariant uniformity. For/ G A(9C, %) and x E %, let

rxf(y)= f(x + y). Now if v E A*(%,6li), then v(rxf) is a bounded uniformly

continuous function and, therefore, if p is another functional in A*(9C, %) we can

form the expression p[v(rxf)]. This expression defines a continuous linear func-

tional on A(9C,ííi) and can be used to define the convolution of jti and v (for

example, see [7, p. 262]). That is, (p * v)(f) = p[v(rxf)]. However, when convolu-

tion is defined in this manner it need not be commutative on A*. This drawback,

among other reasons, led LeCam in [9] to invent uniform measures, a class of linear

functionals on which the above convolution operation is commutative.

In this section we shall derive conditions for the uniform factors of a tight

measure to be tight. It should be noted that it is possible for a tight measure to have

factors which are not tight. This can be seen from the following example.

Example. Let % he the set of rational numbers with the usual metric p. Let {xn}

and {yn} be sequences in % which converge to f2 and 1 — f2, respectively. Then

linear functionals px and p2 can be defined on A(9C, p) as follows: ju.,(/) =

hm„^00/(x„) and p2(f) = lim„^x f(yn), /G A(9C, p). It is clear that /x, and li2

belong to Mu but not to M„ and that /x, * /x2 = 8X, where 8X is the tight measure with

unit mass at 1.

Definition. A linear functional p on A(9C, %) will be called a mean if ¡u > 0 (that

is p(f)> 0 for /> 0) and ii(l) = 1. If a linear functional is both a mean and a

uniform measure it will be called a uniform mean.

Lemma 3.1. Let % be a Hausdorff topological vector space (not necessarily locally

convex). Let p be a tight probability measure on % and vx,v2 uniform means on %,

such that p — vx * v2.

(a) 7/p, ¿s tight then v2 is also tight.

(h) If vx is a symmetrized mean then vx and v2 are both tight.

Proof, (a) Let e > 0. Since ii and vx are tight we can find compact subsets of %,

K and K', such that jn(7i ) > 1 - e/2 and vx(K') s= 1 - e/2.
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Let ^ be a directed family of pseudometrics compatible with the vector space

operations which generates the topology on %. Let p E <>D, then trpp, mpvx and ir v2

are tight measures on 9Cp and 77p/x = (ttpvx) * (irpv2). Therefore,

1 - e/2 *ZTtpp(tTpK) = j %v2(trpK- x)%v\(dx)

= (     TpVii'XpK - x) ^"¡(dx) + I ir,,v2(irpK - x) trpvx(dx)
JnpK J<Xp-npK'

<j    ^P"2{%K-^pK')%vx(dx)+i lVl(dx)
rtpK' %p — ttpK'

<%v2(%(K-K')) + e/2.

Thus "npv2(-np(K — K')) ~s* 1 — e and so, by Theorem 2.4, v2 is tight on %.

(b) Suppose vx is a symmetrized uniform mean, that is v] = X * X, where X, X G Mu

and X(/) = X(/), f(x) = f(-x). Since p. is tight we can find a compact K such that

p(K)>l-e/2.

Let p be in 6¡). Then

1 - e/2 < 7Tpp(npK) = / ^X(ttpK - x) ttp(X * v2)(dx),

from which it follows that there exists x' E % such that TtpX(trpK — xJ)> I — e/2.

Hence, irp(X * X)(irp(K — K)) > 1 — e and, therefore, y, = X * X is tight by Theo-

rem 2.4. From (a) it follows that v2 is also tight.

Remark. This lemma and the following Corollary generalize some results for

cylindrical measures which were obtained by Tortrat in [10]. Note that if E is a

locally convex space endowed with its weak topology then the class of uniform

measures is the same as the class of cylindrical measures.

Corollary. Let % and ty be as above and let ii, and n2be tight measures on%. If

for each p E ^ we can find an xp E % such that 7rp/i, = 8X * irpp2 then there exists

an x E 9C such that xp = trpx for each p and ju, = 8X * p2.

To prove this result we need the following fact which can be found in [4].

Lemma 3.2. Let p. be a tight probability measure on a Hausdorff topological vector

space %. If 8X* u = 8 * ju, where x and y are in %, then x = y.

Proof of the Corollary. Let p, p' be in tf) with p' < p. Then

Vp(5*„ * v^) = Wvi)= Vi= K * (v*2)'
Therefore,

By Lemma 3.2 we get ir - x  — x , and, therefore, [8X }pe<^ is consistent. Hence, we

can find a v E Mu such that it v = 8X . Lemma 3.1 now implies that v is tight.
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To complete the proof we need to show that the support of v consists of a single

point. Suppose we can find two distinct points y and z in the support of v. Then we

can find a p E 6D such that p(y — z) > 0. Furthermore, since y and z belong to the

support of v,

v({u; u E % and p(u - y) <£,}) >0

and

v({u; u E 9Candp(« - z) <e2}) > 0

for any e, > 0 and e2 > 0. If we let yp and zp denote the points irpy and trpz in % ,

respectively, it is clear that yp ¥^ zp and ttpv({w; w E % and p(w — y ) < e,}) > 0

and Ttpv({w; w E %p and p(w — zp) < e2)) > 0 for any e, > 0 and e2 > 0. This leads

to a contradiction since irpv has unit mass concentrated at the single point x . Hence

the Corollary.

4. Complete metrizable linear spaces. Let F be a Fréchet space and let m be a

cylindrical measure on F. It is known (see [1, p. 100]) that m extends to a tight

measure on F if and only if for each e > 0, there exists a finite A E F such that

m*({y: \y — A\ «£ e}) > 1 — e, where m*(B) = inf{w(^l); A is a cylindrical set on F

and A D B). We shall now try to discover the extent to which this type of condition

works for extending uniform measures. First, however, we need another definition

and some preliminary results.

Definition. Let % be a topological space and let ty be a family of continuous

pseudometrics on 9C. If [A,},el is a nonempty family of subsets of % such that

A = f)ieIAi ¥= 0, then {A,),e[ is said to be adapted with respect to ty if for each

p G ^ one has rrpA D C-ieliTpA, and thus, tTpA — C\i<=,TrpAi, where irpA and irpA¡

are the closures of mpA and mpA, in %p, respectively.

Lemma 4.1. Let % be a topological vector space. Let % be a neighborhood base of

zero and K a compact subset of %. Then the family (K + F)Ke9l is adapted with

respect to 6D, where 6D is any family of uniformly continuous pseudometrics compatible

with the vector space operations.

Proof. Let p G °0. Since mp: % -» 9Cp is continuous, each open ball in % with

center 0 contains a irpV, V £ 91. Thus each closed ball in 9Cp with center 0 contains a

•npV, V E 91. Let 5p(e) denote the closed ball in 9Cp with radius e and center 0. Then

n %(k+v) = n K* + irj) c n K*+sp(e))
Ke9l Ke9l E>0

= 1tpK = lr~K .

Now K= nye^(K+ V). Therefore, nveSJLiTp(K+ V) E vp[nve^(K + V)]

and, thus, {Tí + F}^egi is adapted.
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Lemma 4.2. Let % be a complete Hausdorff topological vector space and let 91 be a

neighborhood base of symmetric closed neighborhoods of zero. For each V E 91, let Kv

be a compact subset of % and suppose that K = Dy^^fKy-r- V) ¥= 0. Then

(a) K is compact, and

(h) for every neighborhood U of zero, there exists a finite subset ^ of 91 such that

K+ U contains nve9(Kv + V).

Proof. See [1, p. 97].

Lemma 4.3. Let (%, %) be a uniform space and let °D be a family of uniformly

continuous pseudometrics on %. Let {At} be a decreasing family of subsets of% which

is adapted with respect to 6D. Let p be a uniform mean on (%,6ll). Then if

(•npp)(trpAi) ^ 1 — e for each p E6^ and each i E I, one has (trpp)(itpA) > 1 — e for

each p E ÖD, where A = nielA¡.

Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem III, 5; 1 on p. 79 of [1]. It is based

on the fact that trpp is a tight measure on %p for each pEÍ and that {irpA,}jtsr is a

decreasing family of closed subsets whose intersection is irpA.

The following result can now be derived from the above results and Theorem 2.4.

The proof is quite similar to that of Theorem IV, 2; 1 on p. 99 of [1].

Theorem 4.4. Let (%, | |) be a complete metrizable linear space. Let sf' be a vector

topology on 9C which is coarser than the topology of\\. Suppose that 9" ' is generated by

(5D, a directed family of pseudometrics compatible with the vector space operations. Then

a uniform measure p on (%, S"') has an extension as a tight measure on (9C, \ |) if and

only if for each e > 0 there exist finite subsets A\ E%, k> 1, such that

00

n (A\ + s(i/k)) * 0
k=\

and such that, for each p G 6D, (irpp) * (irp[\\nk=i(Ak + S(l/k))]) 3* 1 - e for every

n > 1, where S(8) = [y; \y\ < 8, y E %}. The extension is unique if (%,*$') is

Hausdorff.

It would appear that in order to replace the condition in the above theorem by

one equivalent to that given for extending cylindrical measures on Fréchet spaces at

the beginning of this section, it would be necessary to make additional assumptions

about 5"' and | |.
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